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Abstract: In the analysis of processes of sensory perception in the framework of
Buddhist contemplation practices, the visual sense faculty has played a crucial
role. In this paper, references to Chinese Buddhist terminology referring to

visual processes will be analyzed in their historical context, with a focus on
the interpretations of guän II and kàn # by proponents of the early Chan

School. Crucial questions include the notions of the "agent" (i.e., the entity
engaging in the process of visualization or viewing), as well as the ontological
status of the "object" to be viewed, in addition to the nature of the process of

viewing and the bodily preconditions for engaging in visualization practices.
The creative reinterpretations of terms such as guänxln fffibC "contemplate the

mind" and kànxîn "view the mind" were also important devices to create a

distinctive identity for this newly emerging Chinese Buddhist school. As will be

shown, despite the fierce attacks on "gradualist" meditation practices by
proponents of the "Southern School" of Chan during the 8th century, the concepts
of guänxln and kànxîn by no means disappeared from the discourse on
meditation but continued to play an important role at least until the 10th century and

beyond.

Keywords: early Chan, internal visual processes, meditation, visualization
practices, iS'fr

Analysis of processes of sensory perception has played a crucial role in Buddhist

practice and philosophy. The visual sense faculty (yàn'gën 01® lit. "eye-root")
in particular is of great importance, since it is the primary "gate" (mén PI)

through which the mind (sèshl "eye consciousness") perceives visual
sense objects (sèjïng fe±t). In Buddhism, these processes are usually described

as the root of human delusion since, for unenlightened beings, they ultimately
create an erroneous representation of phenomena.
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However, "vision" can also be employed as a tool for gaining salvation when

it is directed to wholesome external objects, such as a statue of a Buddha, a sacred

scripture, or another object of devotion. This shift to an increasing use of visible

objects of devotion in Buddhism must have been a major milestone in the spread
of the religion, with the initial trigger probably occurring around the first century
CE in the Kushan Empire. Kudara (2012: 96) observes:

They began transcribing the Buddhist scriptures and producing images of the Buddha and

bodhisattvas. This marked the birth of Buddhist statuary. Scholars have not yet determined

whether the first Buddhist statues were created in Gandhära or in the Indian region of
Mathurä. Either way, it happened under the reign of the Kushan Empire. The transcription of
Buddhist scriptures and the production of Buddhist statues occurred under similar
circumstances. Once the Indian taboo was broken during the second century CE, the Buddhist

scriptures transcribed into visible form and the visually appealing Buddhist statues became

very effective means for the propagation of Buddhism, especially to the general public.

Or, as an integral part of Buddhism since its very beginnings, the vision can be

directed inwards, either through observing and analyzing inner processes such as

thoughts, emotions, and imaginations which happen to appear in the mind, or even

by consciously creating certain visions that are expected to yield wholesome results.

The early appearance of a variety of so-called "visualization sütras" provides
evidence of the importance of this practice in the medieval Chinese context, too.

When ancient Buddhists discussed visuality and "seeing" in the these

more positive senses, several complex questions arose. These problems,
which were intensely discussed in medieval China, included such questions
as whether the Buddha can be truly reflected in iconographie form, and
whether material expressions of Buddhist themes accessible to vision can
reflect the truth. Especially in the context of Mahäyäna philosophy, this can
lead to problems, since truth is considered to be free of any distinct form. How
then can it be expressed by means of material images? These issues were
ardently discussed in medieval China, and they continue to cause headaches

for modern scholars.

b8S„ fflffliSgo {BïfSÊS, mmZ, ÄSWÄS5:.

(Xù gâosëng zhuàn litÜfpfif, T.50, no.2060: 490bl0~13)

[The monk Huîyuân said:] "His Majesty has proclaimed that the true Buddha is beyond

representation; this sincere instruction is trustworthy! But the sentient beings (shënglîng tË

M) [equipped] with ears and eyes rely on the scriptures to hear [the teaching of] the

Buddha, and depend on the aid of images for the truth to be made manifest. If they are now
to be done away with, there will be no way to arouse devotion." The Emperor replied: "The
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true Buddha of the Void is known naturally by all men, not indirectly from scriptures or
images."1

1 Background

1.1 "Visualization sütras"

Medieval Chinese Buddhists were well aware that they were living in an age of
decline of the Buddhist Dharma, since direct access to a living Buddha was
denied. (This direct access was indeed pursued in relation to the future Buddha

Maitreya.) As such, representations of the Buddha and his teachings were of
paramount importance in the age of "Semblance of the Dharma" (xiàngfâ Mïi)2
and even the "End of the Dharma" [mdfâ These representations consisted

mainly of his relics, images, or the scriptures associated with his sermons. This

material presence guaranteed the continuation of the Dharma; however, its

exact status and function were matters of fierce debate. As such, there was a

dynamic between the image itself and contemplation on it, and the notion of the

disappearance or transcendence of any form (which was the foundation of many
Buddhist epistemological schemes). What kind of vision is superior? What is the

"true countenance" or essence of the Buddha?3 Can this true countenance be

found in China or only in India, where Buddhism originated? As such, there

were tensions between a variety of (seemingly contradictory) ideas concerning
the status and significance of visually accessible objects, no matter whether they
were externally or internally perceived.

The practice of contemplation or visualization4 as introduced by the early
visualization and meditation sütras seems to have been regarded as one possibility

to gain access to the essence of the Buddha despite his physical absence and

the chasm of time and space that separated medieval China from Säkyamuni. In
the context of our discussion on visuality, only a few of the visualization sütras

will be discussed in this paper.5 As Greene (2016: 293-294) points out:

1 For an alternative translation, see Soper 1959: 119; see also Wenzel 2011.

2 On this question, see, recently, Greene 2018.

3 This question was addressed in Choi 2012.

4 On a very good study of the notion of "visualization" in Chinese Buddhism (including a cross-

cultural perspective), see Greene 2012: 139-198 and Greene 2016: 289-328.

5 For a list of the visualization sütras, see Abe 1990: 5. Scholars have focused on Central Asia as

the most likely source for many of the visualization/contemplation sütras, such as the famous
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But in later texts, it is often recommended that one recollect the Buddha in terms of his

physical appearance, with the goal now being to actually see the Buddha as if he were
present. These forms of the practice are the ones frequently discussed in terms of
visualization. Their emergence in Indian Buddhism has been linked by scholars to the

increasing prominence in the early centuries of the Common Era of "seeing" as the most

profound form of interaction with the Buddha and his teachings, a historical change
that touches on questions of new literary conventions, the growth of image worship,
and the rise of literacy, to name but a few relevant domains. [Emphasis in the original
citation]

Guän wûliâng shou jing KSt il-Sil (T.12, no.365; on this text, see especially Yamabe 1999 and

Fujita 1990). The scripture focuses on a sixteenfold scheme of visualizations (shîliù guän +AIS)
on themes from the Pure Land and related bodhisattvas. On a possible origin of this scripture in
the Turfan area, and related visualization practices in the caves of Toyok, see Yamabe 2002.

Other visualization texts include the Guän Xüköngzäng pûsâ jlng SI JUS! lit#SSM (T.13,

no.409; dealing with contemplation of Äkäsagarbha Bodhisattva) and the Guän Pûxiân pûsà
xingfä fing ÜSiKRif MVsfkS. ("Sütra on the contemplation/visualization of Samantabhadra

Bodhisattva practicing the Dharma," T.9, no.277). The latter text recommends visualizing
Samantabhadra in order to encounter buddhas and bodhisattvas, and to achieve purity of the
six sense faculties (T.9, no.277: 389cl9-21). The merits achieved by this practice are so great that

they will remove all hindrances ibid.: 389c22). The practice involves
extended periods of single-minded visualization. Interestingly, there is also an emphasis on
seeing Samantabhadra teaching the Dharma in one's dreams while sleeping. Upon waking, one
will have achieved an understanding of his teaching and eventually one will be able to
encounter the various buddhas. This practice has to be performed in combination with
confession rituals and the veneration of the buddhas of the ten directions. Indeed, the scripture
also includes passages that are reminiscent of popular themes in early Chân texts, such as the

following redefinitions of "sin" and "repentance" (T.9, no.277: 392c25-393a2):

têf. üMbgäo -wmum, «fi«» iximmm* -a

at. ffjftins#.
Visualize the mind as no-mind. From confusion (lit. "upside-down") thoughts arise. This kind

of thinking mind arises from deluded thinking. Like the wind not depending on any support in

empty space; therefore, the characteristics of phenomena are such that they do not arise and do

not cease. What is "sin"? What is "good fortune" (or: "blessing")? Our mind is naturally empty
(insubstantial) and sin and blessing do not have any "possessor." All phenomena are like this,
neither aiding nor undergoing destruction. In such repentance one contemplates the mind as

no-mind, and phenomena will not reside amidst phenomena. All dharmas (phenomena) are [in
a state of] liberation, [pertaining to] the noble truth of the cessation of suffering and tranquility
(synonymous to nirväna). Such thinking is referred to as "great repentance," and is [also] called
"adorned repentance," "repentance with no feature of sin," and "destroying mind and cognition."

If one practices this repentance, then body and mind will be pure and not reside amidst

phenomena.
For another fifth-century contemplation/visualization sütra, the Guänshiyin guän fing ütH: er

ISM ("Sütra on the contemplation of Aloki tesvara"), see Greene 2012: 328-336.
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However, Greene (2016: 320) also notes that in this early corpus of contemplation
texts, "vision" does not necessarily equate to "visualization" (i. e. in a causative

sense, to actively generate mental images), as the majority of Buddhist scholars

assume. Instead, the mental images often simply occur and are passively received.6

Besides the definition of guän and the specific methods recommended, the

scriptures are also important as sources for understanding the context within which
the visualization practices should be conducted. For example, despite its brevity
and focus on visualizing Maitreya's ascent to Tusita Heaven (where he "waits" to

descend in order to realize Buddhahood) in the Guân Miïè pûsà shàngshêng
döushuö tiän jing, the scripture also emphasizes the precondition of observing the

"five prohibitions" (wüfie jEfiSt), the "eight precepts" (bäzhäi AîSî), and the correct

effort in pursuing the "ten good Dharmas" (shî shänfä +#&; T.14, no.452: 419c9-
10). The merit derived from observing the Buddha's precepts is then dedicated to

the wish to reborn in the presence of Maitreya (ibid.: 420b24-25).7

2 Remarks on the Guän Fô sanmèi häi jing
MÄH!*»«

This complex text ("Sütra on the Ocean-like Samädhi of the visualization of the
Buddha")8 promotes the visualization of mental images after the disappearance

of the Buddha, based on visual contact with a material image of the

6 For an interesting discussion on the English rendering of Indian terminology concerning
meditative processes involving visual objects, see Greene 2016: 294-297.

7 Also the Fi5 ming fing UAH ["Sütra of Buddha's names"; T.14, no.440) emphasizes the

correct environment and proper preparations as preconditions for engaging in the practice of
contemplation, as described by Abe (1990: 10):

[T]he practitioner, whether monk, nun, novice, or lay person, must first repent his or her sins

by bathing and purification. Then the devotee should enter a quiet place such as a meditation
chamber that is decorated with banners, flowers, paintings, and an image of the Buddha. After

burning incense and scattering flowers, the practitioner should contemplate the austerities of
the Buddha and the Buddha's resolve to attain enlightenment. A monk must continue this

practice for forty-nine days and nights, a novice for twenty-one, and a lay person for seven.

Only after completing the required rituals with an act of repentance can the practitioner move

on to paying reverence to the Buddhas, reciting their names, and finally worshipping them. The

same text enumerates a total of 11,093 Buddhas, bodhisattvas, and pratyekabuddhas to honor.
8 Abe (1990: 5) assumes that scriptures such as the Guân Fô sanmèi häi jing fifftHlftü§M (T.15,

no.643; translation traditionally attributed to Buddhabhadra) were originally compiled in
Central Asia. Although they all deal with the topic of "visualization," there are significant
differences among them on this subject and the methods used:
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Buddha, such as the bodily features of the Tathägata, which are investigated in
great detail. At the beginning of the sütra, the Buddha is asked how he can be

seen after his physical disappearance from the world:ft# 7?

mlift If o ("After the Buddha has entered nirvana, how shall the sentient

beings of later generations observe (guân) the material appearance of the
Buddha body?"; T.15, no.643: 645c28). In his answer, Säkyamuni recommends

visualizing the physical features of his body (sèshën ÊJlj- lit. "color/form
body") as a superior practice: °

IIA'lb£nft'lbISlftA£=i|o ("If you are able to concentrate and fix your thoughts

inwardly (xï niàn zài nèi ÎI^ÏÊrt), sit straight up and in concentration
observe/contemplate (guän) the physical body of the Buddha. You should
know that this person's mind is like the Buddha's mind and he is not different
from the Buddha"; T.15, no.643: 646al7-18). Later in the text, the Buddha
discusses the above-mentioned notion of xï niàn îRiê; ("tying/fixing one's

thoughts or attention"). While the Buddha was alive, people could simply fix
their thoughts on his living body; however, after his death, followers had to

direct their attention inwards to visualize him. In this state of mental concentration,

the practitioner must observe (guän) the physical features of the
Buddha (including the 32 major and 80 minor features). In the fourth fascicle
of the text, the focus shifts to contemplation on the light that the Buddha
emits.

The culmination of the visions seems to be the disappearance of the mental

images and developing the ability to see the "real body" of the Buddha. As such,
the soteriological scheme is as follows:9

(1) Observation of the material image of the Buddha;
(2) Creation of a mental image based on that;
(3) Increasingly detailed imagination of the mental image;
(4) Examination of the mental image (e. g. bodily features);

(5) Proceeding from one image to numerous images ("filling the mental
space");

(6) Karmic obstructions must be purified > precepts, etc.);

There is a major difference between the Sea and Maitreya Visualization sütras, however, in
terms of what is to be visualized. While the goal of the Sea sütra is seeing Säkyamuni and

eventually multiple Buddhas, the focus of the Maitreya Visualization sütra is not Maitreya but
the visualization of the practitioner "amidst all the splendors of Tusita Heaven, splendors that
certainly include, but are not limited to, Maitreya." The goal is to "place oneself in the presence
of Maitreya and his heaven." (Abe 1990: 5)

9 Based on Wenzel 2011 (emphasis added).
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(7) "Near the end of the visualizations, all images suddenly disappear, and the

practitioner's insight into the emptiness of all phenomena causes the
Buddha's shadow, namely the real body of the Buddha, to appear."10

(8) Transference into the presence of the Buddha.

In another early Chinese meditation text, the medium-sized Chân mi yào fa jïng,11

the term guän is used more than 500 times, frequently in the compound di guân

ifII ("to observe minutely"). The scripture is a practical guide to meditating on
all parts of the body and their impermanence and impurity, from the joints and
bones to the organs, imagining them as white bones or being devoured by
insects, etc., finally seeing one's body as a white skeleton, and as such generating

"purity": #êlDUfË— 6#A° Â'Ëâf#- ("You should reflect on your
own body as becoming one white skeleton, ultimately making [it] pure white";
T.15, no.613: 245al7). This contemplation is then applied to all kinds of "bodies"
imagined by the practitioner. The visualization of being constituted of white
bones is expanded to imagining oneself as a person made of white jade sitting
cross-legged on a high platform, with one's bones illuminating everything
around (ibid.: 248a25-27). This meditation is gradually expanded to numerous
variations concerning the insubstantiality and impermanence of oneself and
others. The scripture concludes by promoting the results of this type of
visualization practice:
("A thousand years [after the Buddha has died] only ten or a hundred people
out of a million will practice this visualization of impermanence and thereby
gain liberation"; ibid.: 269b27).

3 Traditional meditation practices and the term
guän Ü

In addition to its use within the context of the kind of "visualization" practices
described above, the term guän Ig12 was also known through traditional

10 Wenzel 2011: 283.

11 The compilation or translation of the Chân mî yâo fä fing WÛéWfèM. (T.15, no.613) is a

matter of ardent debate among scholars. The text is traditionally attributed to Kumârajlva, but
the author may have been Dharmamitra, or it could be a "hybrid" composition consisting of a

translation of Central Asian material coupled with elements added in China. For a major study
and translation of this text, see Greene 2012, especially pp. 82ff.

12 The original meaning of guân (OC *kôn-, EMC kwan-, LMC kuan) is "to inspect; to survey; look

very carefully," with the noun guän ("tower (from which one has a good view)") probably
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analytical meditation practices, particularly the method of zhïguân [hlE (Skr.

samatha-vipasyanâ; lit. "stop and view" > "concentration and contemplation").13

Although originally one of the basic Buddhist meditation methods, a

"Mahäyänization" of zhïguân is evident by the seventh century.14 Important in
this context are famous meditation masters such as Sëngchôu ft (480-560),

scriptures such the Dàshèng qïxîn lùn ("Treatise on arousing of faith
in Mahäyäna"), and works of the Tiàntâi master Zhiyï Ü1!! (538-597), to

name just a few.15 This development saw the focus of concentration shift from

physical/bodily processes (bodily functions, breathing, etc.) to more abstract

objects, such as dharmakâya (fàshên fêM), etc.16 Through these redefinitions,
differences in the interpretations between the two stages of the practice seem to
have become somewhat blurred. Samatha-vipasyanâ is traditionally closely
related to sïniànchù GliêtjS ("four places of mindfulness"), which consists of a

more structured approach in terms of both practice and epistemology.17

derived from the causative, OC *kôns (EMC kwanh). The meaning of mentally surveying or
analyzing something is also of relatively early origin: e. g. guän qi zhî tüÄüfe ("observe his

ambitions"; Lûnyû lâl§, Xué ér di yï ^TfiîJS— Chapter). The character SI appears in the earliest
Chinese Buddhist translations, such as Lokaksema's translations: e. g. dîshû guän zhî, biän hü

yân {SEH? a" ("he inspected him carefully and then exclaimed"; T.8, no.224: 447b08)

or in the compounds guânshi fiH ("to look at, observe"; also with abstract objects, e. g. T.2,

no.105: 501al6) and guânchâ wûwô ("investigate selflessness"). In the late second

century, Än Shigäo explains the term as being able to understand Buddhist key
concepts: ("What is discernment (guän)? Discernment means
understanding (Mo 7) the aggregates"; T.15, no.603: 176al2).

13 E. g. based on the Zâ ähän fing HW'ä'S, T.2, no.99: 28a, 146c, 318b. The term is usually
discussed in combination with other traditional methods, such as wüting siniàn ("five-

stops and fourfold-mindfulness"), etc. For the basic märga, see, e. g. Buswell and Gimello 1992:

6-7, including sila (basic moral rules/restrictions as precondition for meditation), which is the

basis for samatha ("focus; concentration"; often described in nine steps), which, again, is the

precondition of vipasyanä ("discernment; contemplation"), ultimately thought to lead to prajnâ
("insight; wisdom").
14 On the reception of zhïguân in China, see Faure 1986a: 101; see also Buswell and Gimello
1992: 6-7.
15 On meditation traditions of that period, see especially Chen 2014a and 2014b.

16 See, e.g., the influential Môhë zhïguân (Çgôfihïl (T.46, no.1911: llb22): "Take the

dharmadhätu as an object and concentrate all your thoughts on it. To take it as an object is

'calming' (samatha), and to concentrate your thoughts is contemplation (vipasyanä)." For a

discussion of another work of Zhiyï on meditation, the Shi chân bôluômï cîdîfamén ffSä'SHS:
("Explanation of the sequential path of Dhyäna Parämitä"), a very important source

on meditation practices and repentance rituals in the sixth century, see Greene 2012: 203-218.

17 This refers to contemplation (guän) on the impurity of the body, on the painfulness of

feelings, on the impermanence of the mind and mental processes, and on the insubstantiality
of mental phenomena (dharmas). The practice was known in China through various scriptures
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4 Guän in early Chân

The appearance of the early Chân school(s) in the seventh and early eighth
centuries18 is often explained as a reaction against Buddhist scholasticism and
the increasingly sophisticated discussions on Buddhist doctrine and the nature
of mind during the sixth and seventh centuries. Alternatively, many early Chân

texts focus on methods of contemplation and meditation. The terms guânxïn and
kànxïn play central roles in this discourse.

4.1 Guânxïn ("observe/contemplate the mind")

When studying the emergence of meditation techniques in early Chân
Buddhism, we have to consider two critical questions. If contact between
the bodily eye and the physical object does not give access to the truth,
what about the "mental eye"? If viewing with the mental eye produces
delusion, what is left for the perception of truth? As a necessary conclusion,
the early Chân School(s) labeled "visualization" involving a concrete object of
viewing as insufficient. In the Guânxïn lùn fi'ibfn,19 attributed to Shénxiù

(605-706), guânxïn is described as the most essential method (T.85,
no.2833: 1273a29-b01; also ed. in Bingenheimer and Chang 2018, Vol.2: 141,

189; punctuation modified):

mmmn, [...] mum, ««t.

such as the Dàzhîdùlùn TtÜifÜtil (Mahäprajnäpäramitä-sästra; T.25, no.1509: 198c-202b) and
the Mahäparinirväna-sütra (T.12, no.374: 433-434), a version of which was translated in the
middle of the fifth century by Dharmaraksa. Sëngchôu (480-560), a monk of great significance
in the development of early Chân, specialized in that scripture, and probably based his
meditation method upon it.
18 For a very good study on the "East Mountain" (Döngshän ^lil) and "Northern School"

(Bëizông Ibis?) of Chân, see McRae 1986.

19 The Guânxïn lùn, one of the key texts of early Chân, has been thoroughly studied by a

number of scholars. It was traditionally attributed to Bodhidharma, but was probably composed
in the eighth century by Shénxiù or one of his disciples (for further information, see McRae

1986: 325, fn. 159). Fragments of the text are preserved in the following Dùnhuâng manuscripts:
Ryükoku 122, P.4646, P.2657, P.2460, S.5532, S.2595, S.646. For a new, annotated edition of all
the extant manuscript versions of the text, see Bingenheimer and Chang 2018, Vol.1: 121-184

(including facsimiles of the manuscripts) and Vol.2: 139-190.
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Only the one method of contemplating (guän) the mind can comprise all practices, therefore

it is referred to as "utmost essence." [...] If one is just capable of collecting (i. e.

concentrating) the mind and illuminate it inwardly (i. e. practice introspection), in an
awakened state contemplating (juéguân Uli) permanent luminosity, this will cut off the

three poisons [of desire, rage, and ignorance], causing them to disappear forever.

The guânxin method is not exclusive to the early Chân School; it also appears in
sütra literature and in the works of other schools (e. g. Tiantâi).20 This might be

one of the reasons why in later texts of the Chân School the term is usually
replaced with kànxïn ("to view the mind"; see below).

Why did the guânxin method receive so much attention in early Chân? One

explanation might be the strong influence of "mind-only" (wéixïn Pfblb) and

"consciousness-only" (wéishi Pfi$) theories on early Chân, in combination with
Buddha-nature thought. Everything is produced by the mind (which then—by
definition—excludes an "external" object of the mind), and the true nature of
one's mind is identified with the mind of the Buddha; impurities and
defilements are only peripheral and secondary features.21 As such, references to other

20 Guânxin is also an important concept in the soteriological scheme of Zhiyï's (538-597)
Môhë zhiguän The practice begins with contemplating the body as "impure"
(guânshën bùjîng SilTv#), followed by contemplating the mind as "impermanent" (guânxin
wûchâng H'h^UlS). Eventually, one arrives at the realization that body and mind "are neither

permanent, nor not-permanent, not empty, nor not-empty". In the culmination of this practice,
both body and mind are contemplated as dharma-nature, i. e. the "ultimate truth" (faxing ä'|4;
see T.46, no.1911: 8b29-c6). As such, in this work, guânxin is firmly embedded in a Mädhyamika
context (for a thorough discussion of Tiantâi soteriology, see Ng 1993 and especially Donner
and Stevenson 1993; on a contextualization of Tiantâi philosophy and practice, see Swanson

1989). The term guânxin also appears very frequently in a commentary on the Lotus sütra, the

Miàofâ liânhuâ jingxuânyi WfkjjSSMSlfiS, attributed to the Tiantâi monk Guàndïng ïjBlI (561—

632), a disciple of Zhîyï H. In this work, guânxin is closely associated with the notion of
"concentration" or samädhi, and in several passages it is also indicated that the "object" of
visualization/contemplation is the true nature of the mind, or Buddha-nature: e. g. _LS#HStt
-|4lb. ("Supreme concentration is called Buddha-nature; to be able to

contemplate the nature of the mind is called the utmost concentration"; T.33, no.1716:

696al8). For Guàndïng, this is clearly the supreme practice (ibid.: 726al8). In the Guänyin

xuânyî Si et If Ii, traditionally regarded as a sermon by Zhiyt as recorded by Guàndïng,
guânxin is described as a method of analyzing the constituents of existence (fä Ü) as they
arise in the mind, and of realizing their true "Middle Way" nature of being neither empty nor
existing. This realization equals the enlightenment of the buddhas: M'J—"ftJfï

^tÈinÂSî'k. ("if one

contemplates the mind as neither empty nor existing, then all phenomena arisen from the mind
are also neither empty nor existing. All such phenomena exist [only] in the mind. If one is able

to contemplate the mind is this way, then this is called 'highest of the highest contemplation' and

one will attain the enlightenment of all the buddhas"; T.34, no.1726: 887bl7-20).
21 See Yamabe 2014.
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practices (e. g. vinaya,22 niànfô l&Afä, and other meditation methods) are reduced

to a minimum. This seems to imply a réévaluation of the traditional märga
schemes (merit accumulation through cause-and-effect by performing wholesome

deeds), and traditional practices are regarded as expedient methods for
sentient beings of lower mental capacity.

The focus on the guänxln method had far-reaching implications for
interpreting Buddhist concepts in the context of early Chan; indeed, the insight
based on one's originally enlightened mind was thought to enable the redefinition

of traditional key Buddhist concepts (usually in terms of mental processes).

This procedure (originally adapted from Tiântâi usage) actually became one of
the defining features of Chan Buddhist epistemology and soteriology. By extension,

the redefinitions helped to define sectarian identity and the localization of
"true" Buddhism in a Chan Buddhist context.23 (See also the discussion on
"contemplative analysis" below.)

4.2 Kànxïn ("view the mind")2"

An important term related to guânxîn is kàrvdn H'lb, another key concept of
early Chan. Despite (or perhaps because of) this term's ubiquity, an essential

question—"How should the character # be read?"—is rarely asked in the secondary

literature. This is not a trivial question, since the reading one chooses has a

significant impact on the interpretation of the semantics of the term. Whereas
kàn25 primarily refers to visual contact with a physical object ("gaze at/look

upon > read"), kän, besides meaning "look at/watch/view," also has the extended

meaning of "guard/take care of." As such, ù combines semantic nuances from

22 This is also explicitly stated in the Guänxln lùn: jfiTfo ("Today, you
let students only contemplate the mind and not cultivate the practice of the prohibitions
(vinaya)"; T.85, no.2833: 1271a24). Also, in the Dàshëng wü fângbiàn mén, the prohibitions are
redefined as ("regard the Buddha-nature as the precepts"; ed. Ui 1966: 450; on this

text, see below).
23 In Western scholarship, this is often referred to as "contemplative analysis," a term adapted
from Zhiyi's phrase guänxln shî zhe IS'DS# ("as for an interpretation based on the contemplation

of the mind"), which introduces his (re-)interpretation of Buddhist terms in the Miàofâ
liânhuâ jlngxuânyî (T.33, no.1716: 692c25). For contemplative analysis in early
Chan, see McRae 1986: 201-202; for a contextualization and examples, see Anderl 2012: 212-214.

24 On the kànxin method, see Gomez 1983: 103-104; Démieville 1952: 78ff; on the monk
Môhéyân's use of the term, see Gomez 1987: 153, fn. 119 and 154, fn. 124. On the term in
Tibetan Chân, see van Schaik and Dalton 2004.

25 kâm Old Chinese: *[khfa[r]-s, Middle Chinese: ifian; kän: Old Chinese: *kKa[r], Middle
Chinese: lfian.
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both guärvän ("contemplate the mind") and shôuxïn tF'S ("guard the mind").26 It
is thus tempting to regard it as a term that was used to combine the semantics of
the key terms guänxin and shôuxïn, though such an interpretation must remain

speculative. Indeed, arguing against the kânxîn reading are the Tibetan
translations of the term, which focus on the visual component of the semantics. The

term sems srung ("protect the mind") does not appear in Tibetan Chan sources

(although it does feature in other Tibetan Buddhist material), whereas sems la Ita

and related terms definitely refer to the process of "viewing the mind."27

4.3 Kànxïn in early Chân texts preserved in Dûnhuâng
manuscripts

Below, we will investigate the interpretation of kànxïn in a selection of early
Chân material as preserved in the Dûnhuâng corpus. In the Dâshèng xïnxîng lùn

^S'iMTîra ("Treatise on the practice of mind in Mahäyäna"),28 attributed to

26 For an analysis of shôuxïn, see McRae 1986: 136-144 (for the passages concerning shôuxïn

translated from the Xiû xïnyào lun (with references to the corresponding passages in McRae's

edition at the end of the book provided after see ibid.: 122/1,123/3,124/5,125/5,126/7,127/9).

Shôuyï yp— was also known as Daoist practice, and McRae (1986: 139) points out: "It is possible
that the Taoist practice of shou-i [shôuyï] represented a sort of generalized mindfulness of one's

internal harmony that appealed to the followers of early Ch'an." On the term shôuxïn, see also

McRae 1983: 208, 229; Buswell 1989:140; and, more recently, Hân Chuânqiâng 2013: 285-304. On

the related term shôuyï, see Chappell 1983: 99.

27 I wish to thank Sam van Schaik (British Library) for his very helpful suggestions concerning
these terms (personal communication).
28 P.3664/3559, lines 667-670 (see also the edition in Jan Yiin-hua 1991: 76; punctuation
altered). The manuscript Pelliot 3664/3559, the most important source in relation to the teachings

of the early Chân School (the East Mountain/Northern School), has been extensively
studied (see especially Yanagida 1963 and McRae 1986) as it reflects Chân thought of the second

half of the seventh and the beginning of the eighth centuries. The terminus ad quem is 751 (the
date on the verso side of P.3018, the continuation of P.3559; see McRae 1986: 326, fn. 160, and
Tanaka 1969: 207). Besides the Sëngchôu texts, the manuscript contains texts attributed to
Shénxiù (Yuânmïng lùn BPJH; "Treatise of perfect illumination") and Hôngrën SS (Xiü

xïnyào lùn HbOÛsÉ; "Treatise on the essentials of the practice of mind") in addition to the early
transmission text Chuân fäbäo jî IfSÄ,® ("Record of the transmission of the Dharma
treasure"), which constructs a patriarchal lineage between Bodhidharma, Huikë #"SJ, Sëngcàn {ff M,
Dàoxîn il Is, Hôngrën SS, Fârû S/iP, and Shénxiù Other material includes a poem by
the Northern School master Pùji Jïfi (651-739), a text entitled Jïngâng wù lï ^feBÖTLfS ("Five

Vajra rituals"), some lines concerning the recitation of the Prajnäparamitä sütra, and a short

text entitled Xiù héshàng zhuàn ("The transmission of Preceptor [Shén]Xiù"). For an

overview of early Chân manuscripts, see Tanaka and Cheng 2014.
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Sëngchôu (480-560) but most likely composed around 700, kànxïn is interpreted
in the following way:

'frtihüilü. 'Hlf-itS, is 'Dffo 'glîfb, -h

In the mind the countless dharmas (i. e. phenomena) are produced; as such, a sütra says; "The

Triple-world is empty (illusionary) and only produced by the One Mind." If one fancies to view

the mind, what then is the mind? Is the mind big or small? What thing is the mind? What is its

shape? If one seeks to get hold of the mind to view it, if is not there at such a time. Who then is

creating good or evil [deeds] (i. e. there is no one, and therefore karma does not, ultimately,
exist)? When there is no notion of good and bad, then this is bodhi (enlightenment).29

In this early Chan reference to kànxïn, the question about the nature of the mind—

and its accessibility for the viewer—is posed. However, by trying to view the mind
and its features, the practitioner realizes that the mind has no distinguishing
characteristics and that it is impossible to "grasp" it.30 Indeed, viewing the mind
seems to be a practice to verify that the mind is not there when one tries "to view"
it.31 The passage also emphasizes that the mind does not qualify as an agent of
instigating good or evil deeds.

Despite the abstract description of the processes of viewing, kànxïn primarily

refers to a psychophysical exercise, at least according to the early Chan

transmission text Léngqié shïzï jï finWÄlE ("Records on masters and disciples
of the Lanka[vatära sütra]").32 This text also contains one of the earliest concrete
meditation instructions of the Chân School. It is interesting that it is directed
toward beginners of meditation practice (chûxué zudchân with

29 All translations are mine unless otherwise indicated. In this text, a strong "mind-only"
(Yogäcära) influence is also discernible. This is evident in many other early Chân texts, too (see,

e. g. Yamabe 2006 and Yamabe 2014).

30 This is also confirmed in other passages of the text, e. g. line 713, where the unobtainability
of the mind is even equated to the perfection of right effort, Skr. virya-päramitä (ä-DT^öf#,
Ä«rtt®«iiS).
31 Interpretation of wûshî ÜB# is difficult. In some Buddhist contexts, it can also mean
"immediate" (Skr. äkälika); however, I believe this meaning does not apply here.

32 This text, which is attributed to Jingjué :01t (683-?), is preserved on P.3294, P.3436, P.3537,

P.3703, P.4564, S.2054, and edited in T.85, no.2837. For a critical edition and annotated
translation, see Yanagida 1971: 49-326. For translations in French and English, see Faure 1989: 87-
182 and Faure 1997, respectively. Recently, all extant manuscripts have been critically reedited

in Bingenheimer and Chang 2018 (also included in DMCT). For a short description, see McRae

1986: 88-90.
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detailed instructions on how to prepare physically for it,33 but at the same time

emphasizes the ultimate goal (with the following soteriological paradigm: dé

xing #14 "obtain the [Buddha-]nature" —> jïmiè fiM "tranquility > nirvana" —»

shèngxïn Mdb "saintly mind > the mind of the Buddha"), suggesting that even
novice students have the capacity to achieve this.

m, hkm®, sscas®«. mm-tjvm, 4M4«

'Ù, ttitSfJ, -CdM# iWSif, fJg'fcSi£.
(.Léngqié shizi jî ^ÜPpfRIE)35

If you commence to study seated meditation and view the mind, sit at a place in solitude.

First, straighten your body36 and sit upright, loosen your garment and untie your belt, relax
the body by massaging yourself (i. e. your shoulders?) a few times, causing the breath in

your abdomen to be completely exhaled. Then you will immediately attain the [Buddha-]
nature,37 pure and tranquil. Mind and body will be in harmony, and you will be able to pacify

your mind.38 Obscure and profound, your breathing will become "fresh," and gradually you

33 This focus on the physical framework of the meditation might be inspired by meditation
manuals, such as those composed by Zhiyï (see Bielefeldt 1988), and scriptures such as the Chân

miyäofäjingWÜ&WHM (T.15, no.613:243b25-26): &n$tlliifc=h,,

Pfl B Oliffftflf. /È'04"Sîo ("Sit cross-legged [in the Lotus position]; even out

your garment and sit up straight. Bare the right shoulder, and place the left hand on top of the right
hand (i. e. palm). Close the eyes and touch the palate with the tongue. Concentrate your mind and

cause it to reside (i. e. be fixed on the object of meditation)." The emphasis on seated meditation is

also a recurring topic in early Chân material. See, e. g. the very short Xiù héshàngzhuàn jcâ'PJ on
P.3664/3559, a eulogy on seated meditation that urges practitioners to null qin zuô

("carefully sit [in meditation] with great effort") and advocates several years of a meditation as

the foundation of one's practice te^HE^P). The text also recommends ignoring all
bodily needs and hardships, such as hunger, cold, the urge to urinate or defecate, etc. Moreover,

one should discontinue reading the Buddhist scriptures and talking to people, and focus all of one's

energy on sitting. On this text, see Shinoharaand Tanaka 1980:176-177; Huang Qingpqing 2008:72;
and Hân Chuânqiâng 2013: 59-60.
34 This phrase does not seem to make much sense here. I follow P.3436, line 359:

35 This extract is based on the critical edition in Yanagida 1971: 255 (see also T.85, no.2837:

1289a and Bingenheimer and Chang 2018, Vol.1: 40, Vol.2: 57). The passage is originally from
the Rùdâo änxin yâo fângbiân fâmén AÂSr'lbJciï'fiïiÉF"], attributed to the retrospective fourth
Chân patriarch Dàoxîn it-fa, integrated into the Léngqié shizi ji The text is one of
our earliest sources of the term kànxin in Chân.

36 I interpret fiiJJÄfS as a "nested" phrase in which compounds were "separated" for
rhetorical reasons: —> i&ÄJtff ("to unrestrain/loosen up the body").
37 Tâorân ("overflowing/abundant"), probably used as an intensifier here.

38 Xinshên -lb# (lit. "mind and spirit"), an expression that rarely appears in Chân Buddhist
material. For an alternative and more elegant translation of the passage, see McRae 1986: 142.

For the purposes of our discussion, I have attempted to translate as literarily as possible here.
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will gain control of your mind (i. e. thoughts), and the way of your spirit (spiritual path) will
be pure and keen [?]. The Mind-ground will be bright and pure, your observing (investigating)

will be illuminatingly distinct, and interior and exterior will be empty and pure. Then

your Mind-nature will be tranquil. When it is tranquil, the sagely mind will become manifest.

This passage illustrates the close connections between bodily posture, breathing

processes, and the revelation of the true "Mind-ground" and "Mind-nature,"
ultimately equating to the mind of the Buddha. Another important term in the

passage is ànxin fx ("pacifying the mind"), achieved through harmonizing body
and mind.

The practice of viewing the mind is hailed as the very best technique
Cwànbân qiûfà, bù rû kànxïn "among the 10,000 methods

of pursuing the Dharma, nothing is superior to viewing the mind"), as it has the

potential to remove all false thoughts (wàngxiàng Icffi). However, later generations

of Chân masters criticized it on the grounds that the process of kàn f or

guän fit presupposes an object one "views."39

Although the term kànxïn is quasi-synonymous with guânxïn, there seem to
be some subtle differences. The xin ("mind") that is viewed in the guânxïn
practice may be either "pure" (jing i'p) or "defiled" (ran f), whereas the mind
that is viewed in kànxïn is exclusively the "pure" (Buddha-)mind, which is

synonymous with Buddha-nature (fôxîng ft ft). Therefore, the term kànjîng f
("view purity") seems to be synonymous with kànxïn and at least very similar

to the concept of mind in shouxïn Ip'lb ("guard the mind") practice.

39 This criticism, initiated by the monk Shénhuî ## (668-760) in the 730s, had a polemical
and sectarian background. In the Pûtidâmô nânzông ding shïfëi lùn (ms.

Dunbo 77, folio 14), "viewing" is characterized as a gradualistic and inferior practice: IS®, (T

»DAS ("being frozen in samädhi, one stops the mind and gazes at

purity; activating the mind, one illuminates the outside; collecting the mind, one realizes on
the inside").

Ironically, the monk Mahäyäna, who was active in the late eighth century and closely related

to the East Mountain/Northern School, supposedly employed the guärvän/kànxïn method to
defend the concept of "sudden enlightenment" at the famous Council of Lhasa, where Chinese

and Indian monks debated the nature of enlightenment. He defined the terms as "non-reflection
and non-examination" (bù-si bù-guân JpST^tl):

To turn the light of the mind towards the mind's source—that is, contemplating the mind.
This means that one does not reflect or examine whether conceptual signs are in movement or
not. It also means to reflect on non-reflection. This is why the [Vimalakïrti-nirdesa] sùtra

explains: "Non-examination is enlightenment."
(P.4546, folio 135a; P.116, folio 161; cited in Gomez 1987: 103-104; see also Démieville 1952:

78ff and van Schaik 2003; on the monk Môhëyân ÜE|»Jßj (Mahäyäna), see Gomez 1987: 153, fn.

119 and 154, fn. 124)
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a#, %M%'ù, âMÏ. J-fö
mmm-Mlu, OJ±RÄ^, HÜ:®#, «WÜ

m. », ft«it#= «w*, ÄÜ^mhä.
(Léngqié shizi ji ffttHSïïsS, P.3436, lines 408-411)40

When you sit [in meditation], sit upright with a straight body on a level surface, relax your
body and mind, and on the horizon view the character "one" (—; i. e. a horizontal line).
Based on that procedure (lit. sequence), if the attachments are numerous in the beginning,
then view the character "one" in your mind. When you sit in meditation after having
settled (become clear),41 your state [of mind] will be as if you were in a vast wilderness,

distantly dwelling alone on a high mountain, sitting on the bare ground42 on top of the

mountain, viewing afar into the four directions, without there being any boundary. When

you sit, you fill the world and relax your body and mind, dwelling in the realm of the
Buddha. The pure Dharma-body (fâshën till) does not have any borders, and [the

mind's?] state is also like this.

Once again, physical posture is emphasized here. In addition, a meditation aid is

recommended for beginners: visualize the character for "one" (yf —) on the

horizon, as if sitting in solitude in an elevated position, such as a mountain top.
As a result, the text describes a gradual vanishing of borders as the mind
expands and final realization of the Dharma-body (i. e. the "truth-body" of the

Buddha).

Similarly, in the Dàshèng wü fângbiàn Bëizông ("The
Northern School of the Five Expedient Means of Mahäyäna"),43 there is an
emphasis on the harmony between body and mind, and the Northern School

practice of lîniàn IlfÄ ("distancing oneself from (> transcending) thinking").
Indeed, while the object of viewing is the Buddha-nature, in addition the

agent that performs the viewing is the "realized mind" (juéxîn Based on

40 Compare T.85, no.2837: 1289c28. See also Ui 1966 (Appendix 439 and

Bingenheimer and Chang 2018, Vol.1: 43, Vol.2: 60-61.
41 Yanagida has here corrected the text to föfäkQkB#. By contrast, the two manuscripts in which
this passage is extant both have (P. 3436r, line 409 and P. 3703r, line 1), which makes

more sense to me: "after having attained realization."
42 Lùdî Hilfe ("exposed/open ground") appears frequently as a metaphor for a state of freedom

from defilements and afflictions in Buddhist texts from the Lotus sütra onwards.

43 This is actually a group of interrelated texts (the "Five Expedient Means"), consisting of the

Dàshèng washing fângbiàn mén ("The gate (i. e. teaching) of skillful means of

Mahäyäna No-birth"; preserved in S.735v, S.2503, S.7961, and Beijing 1351v) and the Dàshèng wü

fângbiàn Bëizông (preserved in S.2058 and P.2270). Related texts with different or no titles can
be found in S.182, S.2503, P.2270, S.1002, and P.2836. The interrelations among the various
versions of the text are explored in Tadashi 1970; Ibuki 1991; and Ibuki 2012. For a short
discussion of these manuscripts, see also McRae 1986 : 327-330 (with further references).
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this qingjîng bënjué üf ("pure original realization; i. e. enlightenment"),
one may intensify the process of viewing the pure Dharma-body and finally
enter Buddhahood:

"HIS#? " "Ä'hvfo Art*#, lilt, »if
m, ffAflwt. â>ùm£, **55#.. a»#**, -

(Dâshèng wü fângbiàn Bëizông A^TLÄTSdbas)

"Who is viewing?" "The realized (i. e. enlightened) mind is viewing. What is referred to as

'realized' means that body and mind have distanced themselves from thinking. To distance
oneself from thoughts is the Way of the Buddha. If body and mind distance themselves

from thoughts, counter-illuminating (i. e. reflecting back on one's own Buddha-nature?),

one perfectly (lit. 'maturely') [?] views (shû kàn $&#) the pure Dharma-body and is able to

enter the Way of the Buddha. Body and mind distancing themselves from thinking, with all
one's effort one views even more firmly (ying kàn 55#) the pure Dharma-body, and is able

to enter the Way of the Buddha."

Both the subject of viewing and the object seem to disappear. This suggests that
only the "process of viewing" remains. That there is indeed a practice of viewing
is confirmed in a passage from the version of the "Five Expedient Means"

preserved in S.1002.44 Indeed, realization (jué fl; synonymous with "enlightenment")

seems to be a precondition for the proper practice of viewing, and in that
state not a single thing is seen:

"ftTftBJh #«-Üo Ibùwm., £'DSPit." 9f: "#, «B#,
Tug; tm, 3E# !"

The master answered: "Having realized distinctively, you do not see/view a single thing. When

one is thinking in a deluded way, and the realized mind has arisen subsequently, then the

deluded mind (wàngxîn ïTL>) will cease." The monk said: "[As for] viewing, when realizing,
[the deluded mind] does not arise; when arising, one has not realized. [Then] view more'."'15

The "Five Expedient Means" contains numerous references to kàn ("viewing").
Indeed, in the Dàshèng wûfângbiàn Bëizông version, it is the opening theme of the

treatise, with the word appearing ten times in a rhymed section. Here, the viewing

44 This manuscript is not yet digitized in IDP. For a photographic reproduction, see Dünhuäng
bàozàng, Vol.8: 200.

45 Compare a similar passage in the Dâshèng wûshëngfângbiàn mén (ed. Ui 1966:

450): WlnJeT: " ïzh 'iJTrEo " ("A monk asked: 'What thing do you see?' The

master answered: 'I do not see a single thing."'). In the passage above I am not sure about the

punctuation and whether the jE# should be included in the phrase spoken by the monk, or

whether it is a reaction by the master to the monk's difficulties concerning the practice.
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(i. e. meditating) is expanded both spatially (viewing the far distance ahead, behind,
to both sides, up, down, in the ten directions) and qualitatively (in a busy place, in a

quiet place), prior to the recommendation that it should be performed in all situations

(walking, standing, sitting, and lying).46 Immediately after this rhymed section, the

theme continues in a short dialogue in which the term appears a dozen times:

fph "»#, mM+isR, «rfüstu
îw&jiffliispêfSo i»##, #m mimm, «ipä#ü®o"47

[Somebody] asked: "Viewing when viewing, what thing does one view?" [Answer:] "Viewing,
one does not view a single thing." [Question:] "Who is viewing?" [Answer:] "The realized

(i. e. enlightened) mind is viewing. Seeing through the world of the ten directions, it is pure
without a single thing. Continuously view that this 'no-place' (i. e. there not being anything
whatsoever) just corresponds to the Buddha. Vastly open, view, view, view without
interruption, clear and without any borders, not stained, this is the path of bodhi."

Given the possibility that "there being no-thing" (wit yi wit or "no-place"
could itself turn into an object of attachment, the Dùnwù zhënzông yàojué îltnÄ
7ïsJS$:48 states:

ÖPFÄSillfirfH: "-0-ätefr'D, BP^F*Äfr, #
ipffjio" ms-. -fsGiJäiPRt (=î) m, mmvrM, smaw?" ge, -IB^
m, ittJil 'MSLZ&', MZ üMMiä,

ÄiSfcSSii'b,

"[If one] views 'no-place,' could it not happen that one attaches to this 'no place'? [The master]

said: "Viewing 'no place' is called 'non-constructed (non-conditioned) dharmas (phenomena)';

then one does not attach to any place, and when viewing, one is able to see [it]." [The

disciples] asked: "Although 'no-mind' does not attach to 'no-place,' if one views, then there is

46 Ui 1966: 468 (punctuation modified). This is rephrased later in this long text in a dialogue

on "realization" (jué ; ibid.: 494). Here, the topic is discussed in more detail, with the mind
identified as the "causer" for realizing one's true nature (jué xing jfrfÉ): jué shî zhü xîn shî shï S

'DjSHÈ ("enlightenment is the 'master/agent,' and the mind is the 'messenger/causer'").
In all situations, "viewing/gazing" (kân) is the expedient method that finally leads to the "path
of bodhi" (pûtttù #f|S&).
47 Ui 1966: 469.

48 The full title of this text is Dùnwù zhënzông jingäng bôrë xiûxing dâ bï àn fâmén yàojué tStn
("Essential determination of the doctrine of Adamantine

wisdom according to the true teaching of sudden enlightenment"). It is attributed to a certain
Zhîdâ UiS (a.k.a. Hôumôchén Yânzhï a disciple of Läoän and Shénxiù (see

McRae 1987: 239). The text, which was composed around 712 CE, is extant in P.116. For an

edition, see Ueyama 1976. On this passage, see Okimoto 1980: 417-418; Faure 1986b: 123-132;

and Faure 1997: 66; see also McRae 1987: 227-278.
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something to see, does one then not necessarily attach to the seeing?" [The master] answered:

"If no-mind is viewing, then there is no grasping and no rejecting. Since there is no grasping
and no rejecting, this [type of] seeing is then the 'seeing of no-seeing'; and this is called 'true

great seeing.' Since one truly sees, one can see the 'real mark' (i.e. the true nature of
phenomena). Therefore, the mind of the bodhisattva permanently dwells in 'no place.'"

Note that in the final section of this passage, the author unexpectedly introduces
the notion of jiàn M ("seeing"), contrastive to kàn ("viewing"). Whereas kàn

refers to the process of meditative reflection/vision, jiàn signifies the resulting
understanding (insight).

Epistemologically, when there is an object to view that may be perceived, the
mind can fixate on that object, which again can lead to "grasping" and attachment:

mm, apwft, spw* (=*). mm-, mm, bpw^.
(.Dâshèng wü fângbiàn Bëizông

If there is an object one views, then there is abiding, then there will be attachment, and
then there will be karma; if there is karma, then there will be suffering.

By contrast, if there is no object to discern, liberation will ensue:

BP&ft, BP&* (=ï) <=*) sp&Jt, %mm, BPirg;
[...]

(.Dàshèng wü fângbiàn Bëizông

f there is not a thing to be viewed, then this is non-abiding, this is non-attachment; if there is

non-attachment, then there is no karma; if there is no karma, then there is no suffering; if
there is no suffering, [...]

According to the Yèzuô hào one should focus on the realization that
the object of viewing (i. e. the mind) cannot be attained:

49 Ui 1966: 494 (punctuation modified).
50 Ibid.(punctuation modified).
51 The Yèzuô hâo is an anonymous Northern School treatise of ca. 400 characters preserved on
P.3664/3559 (in addition to a fragment preserved on flx00649(M.1227)). For an edition, see Ran

Yûnhuâ 1990: 160-173; see also Yuân Délïng 2000 and Hân Chuânqiâng 2013: 57-59. In this
treatise, the importance of practicing kânxln is emphasized through expressions such as qinqin
kàn ("view with great effort"), didi kàn ("view attentively"), shushû kàn

("completely view"), xbd kàn SHSH# ("meticulously view"), etc. Besides its focus on kânxin and
seated meditation, the text features typical Northern Chân concepts such as bù qï xin

("not giving rise to the [deluded] mind"), duàn wàng niàn IfSîîêr ("cutting off deluded

thoughts"), wàng niàn yöng xi ï^zk.È. ("ceasing deluded thoughts forever"), etc.
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ÏTtilS-'ils -D*#,

As for viewing the mind, the mind cannot be attained [as an object of viewing], and one has

to exert oneself in viewing the place that cannot be attained.

Indeed, one must avoid forming an attachment even to the "voidness" that
results from the fact that neither mind nor no-mind can be viewed:

JPW'ib, iWÜS,
(Qïng èr héshàng dâ Chân cè shi dào lu—fn jcâïfîfjft+iï)52

To neither view the mind nor contemplate the void, this is called "true viewing."

Despite these efforts to refute the notion that the practitioner views a particular
object, later Chân adherents would still criticize kàwcin practice on the grounds
that "viewing" must always involve an object.53

5 Kànxïn beyond the Northern School: A few notes

Although they were vigorously attacked by the "Southern" factions of Chân and
became obsolete in the subsequent mainstream doctrinal debates of the various
Chân schools, guänxin and kànxïn by no means disappeared from discourses on
meditation. Indeed, there is evidence that they continued to play an important role

in the transmission of Chân in Northwestern areas, especially the Dûnhuâng region,
and several manuscripts containing references to the two practices were eventually
translated into Old Tibetan, Old Uighur, and Tangut. In addition, scribes in the

52 This short text is extant in S.4113 and consists of one question and ten answers concerning
Chân teaching. For a brief description, see Tanaka 1974: 34; for an edition, see Tanaka 1983:

265-273. The manuscript is not yet digitized in IDP. For a photographic reproduction, see

Dûnhuâng bâozàng, Vol.34: 52-53.

53 For example, Zôngmï tk® (780-841; a disciple of the Northern School critic Shénhui) states:

itîfWbH-, ("the Northern School [practice of] viewing the

mind is losing the true teaching; if there is a mind that can be viewed, then this is a [perceptual]

object"; Chânyuân zhü quânji düxü îfïlSIëîÊitlîPff "Preface to the collection of Chân sources";
T. 48, no.2015: 405). There is further criticism of kànxïn in the early ninth-century Niàn Fô jing

("Mirror of remembrance of Buddha's name"), in which the merits of the practice are
defined as manifestly inferior to those of niàn Fô: Inj: J ïf:

J ; T.47, no.1966: 128c2-3). Likewise, the Huâyân master

Chéngguân SU (738-839) criticized the practice as follows:
£Po ("If you give rise to the mind and view the mind, then this is the same as deluded thoughts,
and therefore not true knowledge"; T.36, no.1736: 261b25).
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Dünhuäng area continued to copy manuscripts that included mentions of guânxîn

or kànxîn. One example is a tenth-century copy of the Fôshuô Lèngqiéjïng chânmén

xitân zhäng ft("The Siddham Chapter of the Gate of Chân

[according to] the Larikavatära sütra expounded by the Buddha"), which is extant
in several Dünhuäng manuscripts. This text, which encourages engagement with
Buddhist practice, was probably aimed at a general audience. The passage in which
the term kànxîn appears reads as follows:54

un: m-ùmfôfiu M±HH*&
t£.55

Thirdly, when viewing the mind [in contemplation], it is necessary to get rid of
[obstacles]. [Therefore, one must] sweep away all dirt, getting rid of calamities and
obstacles. Form is the same as emptiness, [when this is realized] one will be able [to

attain] no-thought. The discrimination of false thinking constitutes the capacity (i. e.

essential feature) of the mind. As for "essence": if one realizes the essence, then there

is no further slandering.

In addition, kànxîn features in a Chinese text attributed to the meditation
master Wôlùn (?-626), the Wôlùn chânshï kànxin fâ ("Chân
Master Wôlùn's method of viewing the mind"), as well as the Tibetan
translations thereof.56 Virtually unknown to his contemporaries in China, he

helped to inspire the Cig car ba ("Sudden Teaching") meditation methods
that developed in Dünhuäng and Tibet in the eighth and ninth centuries.57

54 The text integrates many "Indian sounds" transcribed into Chinese in its rhyme schemes

(arranged in eight strophes), focusing particularly on the four Sanskrit liquids rrlJ (rendered in
Chinese as #§US]j|). It is preserved in P.2204, P.2212, P.3082, P.3099, S.4583v, and Beijing niäo

Ä 64 (BD00041-1). For a study of this text, see Anderl and Sorensen forthcoming. The text was
so popular in the Northwestern area that it was also translated into Old Uighur.
55 T.85, no.2779: 536a27-29; ed. Anderl and Sorensen forthcoming-. 113.

56 P.tib.116.

57 As Meinert 2007 points out in her study on Wôlùn, his fame in these regions meant that

teachings attributed to him were reimported into China in the centuries after his death
(previously, he had been virtually unknown in Chinese Buddhist circles): "Thus P.tib.116 presents a

context where Wolun is ranked among other eighth-century masters who were well-received in
Dunhuang. Although Wolun is the only figure who did not live in the eighth century, this
fictitious Wolun was in fact even integrated in a regional current of Meditation Buddhism in
Dunhuang" (ibid.: 192). The Wôlùn chânshï kànxîn is extant in S.1494 and fragmentarily in
S.6103. Another version is preserved at the Ryükoku University depository of
Dünhuäng texts (previously, this Wôlùn text was part of the private collection of Mr. Tokushi
Yüshö iSKS#).
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More generally, the term kànxïn (Tib. sems la bltas) features prominently in
Tibetan Chân texts.58

Furthermore, there are indications that guänxin was used as a general term
for "meditation." In a tenth-century copy of a manuscript fragment of a ver-
nacularized account of the Buddha's life, the prognostication specialist Ajita
arrives in the royal palace of Säkyamuni's father in order to examine the bodily
features of his newborn son. In this account, the palace attendants suspect the

baby is a demon due to his bodily characteristics (i. e. the 32 marks of a superior
man). The following exchange then takes place between the attendants and Ajita
after the visitor is informed that the infant is asleep:

(#>. j mx
5Ë8MA J59

"We humbly beg forgiveness of the venerable immortal (i. e. Ajita)." The immortal [Ajita]
answered as follows: "The crown prince (i. e. Sâkyamuni) is the benevolent father of the

living beings born by the four kinds of birth. [If he is] sleeping, I do not dare to intrude on
him. For a little while [he is] entering concentration (rùding ASQ and meditating {guänxin

Hfl», as an expedient means saving sentient beings from their troubles.60

Here, rùdïng guänxin ASHI'lb is obviously used in the sense of zhïguân ihfU. It
does not refer to a particular meditation practice or technique.

A more systematic survey of developments concerning guänxin and kànxïn
after the eighth century would certainly yield important results. However, this is

far beyond the scope of the present paper.

6 Final observations

We may make a number of observations following this brief and selective excursion

into the viewing, visualization, and contemplation practices associated with
the terms guänxin and kànxïn in medieval China. The practice of guän was

58 See, e. g. van Schaik 2006: 213, 346 and van Schaik 2012: 8. Even the most important single
figure in the development of Tibetan Chân, the monk Môhëyân otherwise known for his

"subitist" approach to Chân—recommended the sems la bltas method in his writings.
59 This fragment is preserved in S.4128r; for a short description of the manuscript, see Mair
1980:330.
60 The way I interpret the passage, Ajita suggests that the infant's sleep is in reality a form of

meditation and expedient means to save sentient beings. This would fit well into the overall
framework of the story which is characterized by accounts of supernatural events.
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introduced to a Chinese audience through a variety of sources. On the one hand,
there were translations of texts dealing with traditional analytical meditation
methods such as zhïguân ("concentration and contemplation"). On the other

hand, there were the so-called visualization sütras, most of which were Central

Asian in origin, or even compiled in China itself. These had an enormous impact
on the understanding of guän in China. Common to these sources is their focus on
embedding the manifold visualization processes in a larger soteriological scheme,

including preparatory or simultaneous practices related to observing the precepts
and confession rituals.61 In addition, there are frequent references to proper
preparation of the body for contemplation practice, including the locus of
meditation (i. e. the surroundings), the modus (e. g. in solitude), the posture, the
garment that should be worn, preparatory breathing exercises, etc.

When traditional methods of meditation were gradually adapted in China, the

object of contemplation shifted to more abstract entities and key Mahäyäna

concepts and terminology, such as "Dharma-body," "Buddha-nature," etc.

Moreover, there were significant shifts in the mârga and the methods used for

viewing/contemplating. Early Chan sources, such as the treatises attributed to

Sëngchôu, those produced by the Northern Chan master Shénxiù, and others, still
mention the precepts. However, the rules are not presented as concrete prohibitions

against killing, stealing, etc., as in previous Buddhist literature. Rather, they
are frequently reinterpreted as functions of the mind. As such, the various aspects

of the diverse soteriological schemes—including controlling one's actions, speech,
and mind vis-à-vis "the other" (e. g. an external entity)—became increasingly self-

contained in pure mental activity, blurring the distinction between an agent and
its object. Indeed, the only aspect that is emphasized in early Chan texts in
addition to the practice of contemplation itself is the body—specifically the notion
that contemplation is only ever effective when body and mind are in a state of

harmony. In this respect, there is direct continuity with the emphasis on physical

preconditions for meditative practices in the visualization sütras and Tiàntâi texts.

Indeed, we may speculate that the more abstract the objects of meditation
became, the more emphasis was placed on this bodily and ritualist frame in
order to provide a concrete physical "anchor" for the practitioner.

One interesting aspect of references to meditative practices in the Chân

School pertains to the use of terminology associated with processes of visual

perception. Is a process verb used, or a verb indicating the result of visual

61 This analysis has a textual and rhetorical focus, but, of course, Chân practice and meditation
did not take place in a soteriological vacuum. We know, for example, that repentance and

ordination rituals, performed by Chân masters for large congregations, were immensely
important.
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perception? Is the agent in focus, or does the term indicate that the subject is

affected by the object that is seen or perceived? More generally, what is the

degree of agency of the "viewer," and what is the nature of the object to be

viewed? Is it concrete, abstract, even "thinkable"? If it is abstract or not "thinkable,"

how can it be viewed or imagined? What about an object that is inaccessible

to every human sense-field?

In the context of the emerging Chan movement, the traditional use of guän
as a term for viewing or meditative visualization processes gradually
disappeared. Traditionally, the guän method could have either internal or external

objects (it is often difficult to make clear distinctions between them), which were
viewed and, more technically, analyzed. Concrete objects (such as a statue of the

Buddha) or internal visions that arose in the mind (such as an image of a Pure

Land) could affect the passive "viewer." Alternatively, other mental images-
such as features of the Buddha's physical body, the splendors of Maitreya's
realm, etc.—could be generated in the mind. In certain guän practices, the agent
consciously interfered with the process of merely viewing and instead analyzed
the concrete or abstract object along certain paradigms (e. g. the gradual
disintegration of the physical body after death, determining the specific feature of
impermanence and insubstantiality, etc.). As such, in the traditional sources on
guän, agent and object are usually clearly identifiable. By contrast, by postulating

the mind or mental activity—xln 'lb—as an object of guän, early Chan

adherents (following in the footsteps of Zhiyi) consciously blurred this distinction

in accordance with the doctrines of "mind-only" and "consciousness-
only."62 Now, since the locus of viewing is usually also the mind, the "mind is

viewing/perceiving the mind" (i.e. the "agent" is indistinguishable from the

object of perception). As can be seen in the selection of textual material
presented above, Chân adherents tried to clarify the status of both subject and

object, emphasizing their inherent "voidness/emptiness." They argued that,
ultimately, not a single thing can be viewed. This disappearance of any possible
object to view or being visualized is a distinguishing feature of realization. The

agent of viewing might fade away, and the object might disappear, yet the

following aspects do not seem to be negated in the texts: the process of viewing
itself and, importantly, the physical presence in a specific meditation posture.63

62 On the influence of mind-only theories on the early Chân schools, see, e. g. Yamabe 2006

and Yamabe 2014.

63 The passages cited above indicate that agency is still emphasized, too, albeit sometimes

indirectly. The discourse on guän/kän is often embedded in dialogues designed to encourage
students. The visualization practices clearly demanded considerable effort and continuous
attention from the agents performing them if they were to be successful.
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This reinterpretation of guän practices probably led to the appearance of the

term kàwân ("view/observe the mind"). Here, the specific and agent-oriented term

guän is replaced with a more general term for visual processes—kàn. As we have

seen, the reinterpretation of traditional Buddhist terms and the coining of new
words were typical features of early Chân. In our specific case, kàn replaced—or
at least coexisted with—guän. Whereas guän can have both wholesome and
unwholesome objects of meditation, and the contemplation can concern the

mind in both pure and impure states, the mind as an object of kàn always
seems to be "pure." Indeed, it is the original pure mind—the "Buddha-mind."

However, kàn was the subject of fierce criticism, especially among adherents

of so-called "Southern Chân." Their issue with the term was that it still denoted

a process and had a notion of duration; as such, it was deemed incompatible
with the idea of "sudden/instantaneous enlightenment." Indeed, in the tenth-

century Zûtâng jî ffiâA ("Collection from the Patriarchs' Hall"),64 the first
comprehensive Chân transmission text, the emphasis is on jiàn JL, the most
general verb for "to see."65 There is also no durative aspect to this word; it
simply indicates that an object enters the field of vision of the subject. Although
the latter is only syntactically the agent, he/she is actually "affected" by the

sensed object.

Notwithstanding this criticism of guän and kàn practices during the later
Tâng Dynasty, the discourse on visualization and contemplation had a lasting
impact on Chinese thought and meditative practices, and subsequently was even
evident in a Confucian context.66
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